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war thunder is a historical simulation game, but also a game of strategy. unlike the first war thunder game, our developers have been focused on making it more realistic. this makes the game an absolute joy to play. the graphics and game-play are the best of any mmo. the best part of the game is the ability to change and create new
maps. players are able to create their own maps and add their own tactics, weapons and vehicles to the already existing map. the gameplay is not only great, but it is also extremely customizable. there are two types of gameplay, which can be played simultaneously: simulation and arcade. if you ever get stuck with a problem or have a

question, feel free to contact our support team. we are happy to answer any questions you may have and help you get the most out of your war thunder experience. the game engine in war thunder allows the developers to simulate a much larger area than they would ever be able to on a single map. in this way, the game resembles a map
of a large area. players can create maps in several ways, ranging from simple shapes to massive maps filled with more than one thousand unique buildings. the most popular maps are created by players and played by other players on various servers. these are called clan and private servers. in order to purchase war thunder gold and other

items, you have to be signed up on the war thunder website. this is very simple and does not require any personal information. once you have made a registration, you can access the game and see what is available to you. if you are interested in purchasing war thunder gold, you can proceed to the "purchasing" section of the website.
there, you can see how much war thunder gold is available, as well as buy it. you can also view all of the different items currently for sale. once you have found a war thunder item that you want, you can add it to your cart. once you have finished selecting your items, click on the "proceed to checkout" button. here, you can provide your

payment details and verify that you own a valid paypal account. after you have finished, click "place order" and a payment confirmation screen will pop up. you will need to confirm your order and your payment method before the items will be shipped to you.
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